1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

People with schizophrenia (SCZ) show marked cognitive deficits that are closely related to deficits in social functioning ([@bb0125], [@bb0130], [@bb0120]), and cognitive remediation therapies have been shown to moderately improve cognitive impairments and social functioning ([@bb0165], [@bb0285]). To design more effective therapies, it is necessary to be aware of the mediators linking them such as motivation ([@bb0035], [@bb0110]), particularly intrinsic motivation ([@bb0080]), which is distinct from extrinsic motivation in that it is based on internal value such as interest and enjoyment. However, the neural mechanisms of intrinsic motivation in SCZ have yet to be clarified.

A negative symptom is one of the major symptoms in SCZ ([@bb0025], [@bb0020], [@bb0245]). Although it has been thought that the hedonic response is impaired in SCZ ('anhedonia'), recent studies report that patients exhibit a hedonic response that is similar to healthy controls (HC) at the subjective and neurophysiological level ([@bb0075], [@bb0150], [@bb0255]). However, SCZ patients seem less motivated to be engaged in goal-directed behavior ([@bb0140], [@bb0205]), suggesting that the apparent reduction of motivation may not be based on deficits in the hedonic response itself but on impairments in linking expectation of hedonic events to action plans ([@bb0020], [@bb0245]).

Many studies suggest that the expectation of rewards or hedonic events is processed in the striatum and the prefrontal regions ([@bb0030]), and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) in particular is the core region for planning actions on the basis of expectation of goal attainment ([@bb0185], [@bb0105]). Furthermore, the prefrontal regions and the striatum are interconnected through the frontostriatal loops, which are involved in functions including generation of goal-directed, motivated behaviors ([@bb0005], [@bb0175], [@bb0180], [@bb0135]). Moreover, several studies have reported reduced ventral striatum activity in the expectation of rewards in SCZ ([@bb0145], [@bb0230], [@bb0225]). There are many reports about the behavioral deficits and altered neural activity during cognitive control tasks mediated by the LPFC in SCZ ([@bb0015], [@bb0190]). These findings led us to hypothesize that SCZ patients may show reduced intrinsic motivation and also difficulty in translating information about potentially rewarding events into action plans due to cognitive control impairments associated with altered LPFC function.

To test the above hypothesis, we used a timing task called the stopwatch (SW) task, which requires subjects to stop a stopwatch by pressing a button as close as possible to the 5-s time point ([@bb0195]). The control task required the subjects to passively view a stopwatch and simply press a button when it automatically stopped (watch-stop, WS). Although the main aim of the study by [@bb0195] was to detect the undermining effects of monetary reward on intrinsic motivation in healthy populations, the authors also found that subjects without monetary reward were clearly more engaged in the SW task than in the WS task during the free choice period, which suggests that they were intrinsically motivated by the SW task. In addition, they also reported that the anterior striatum and the LPFC were more activated by the SW task compared to the WS task using functional MRI, suggesting that the task may reveal a the neural mechanism related to intrinsic motivation in SCZ. There is also supporting evidence for using a timing task to investigate the neural mechanism of motivation from animal studies. [@bb0100] reported that schizophrenic model mice that selectively overexpress striatal dopamine D2 receptors showed both timing and motivational deficits, which suggests a common neural basis underlying both functions.

Although a free-choice behavior is useful for detecting intrinsic motivation directly ([@bb0085]), a self-report measure of intrinsic motivation based on cognitive evaluation theory ([@bb0080]), such as the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) has been developed as a multidimensional self-report and used widely to assess motivational structures for targeted activities such as sports, school, medical procedures, and laboratory tasks ([@bb0160], [@bb0155], [@bb0280], [@bb0215]). According to the cognitive evaluation theory, events leading to greater perceived self-determination or perceived competence increase intrinsic motivation, whereas events that decrease perceived self-determination or competence lessen intrinsic motivation. [@bb0060] developed an adapted version of the IMI for SCZ patients. The IMI for SCZ has been shown to be responsive to manipulations made to a specific task or activity, and a target of intervention when modifying activity parameters to encourage greater engagement for that activity ([@bb0055], [@bb0065], [@bb0250]). These findings indicate that the IMI for SCZ is a valid measure of intrinsic motivation to perform a given task.

In the present study, we explored the neural mechanism of intrinsic motivation, which is a key element in psychiatric rehabilitation to enhance social functioning in SCZ. We recruited a population of SCZ patients who were clinically stable and were ready to participate in rehabilitation such as cognitive remediation therapy. To test whether the intrinsic motivation impairment in SCZ is associated with frontostriatal loop dysfunction, we focused on activity in the striatum and LPFC during a stopwatch task as described in [@bb0195] ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). We also examined the neural correlates of the control of action accelerated by motivation, through detailed analyses of behavioral data in SCZ versus HC subjects during a SW task that elicits motivation.Fig. 1Behavioral task, performance, and IMI scores.(A) In the stopwatch (SW) task, participants were presented with a SW that starts automatically, and the goal is to press a button with the right thumb as close as possible to the 5-s time point. The control task was a watch-stop (WS) task, in which participants passively viewed a SW and were asked to simply press a button when it automatically stopped. (B) Numbers of success trials in the SW task were not significantly different between groups (SCZ: 11.9, HC: 15.2, z = 1.58, *p* = 0.11, Mann-Whitney *U* test). (C) The differences in IMI between SW and WS tasks showed a significant between-group difference suggesting that intrinsic motivation was lower in SCZ than in HC (SCZ: 2.9 ± 1.2, HC: 8.9 ± 2.1, z = 2.14, *p* = 0.03, Mann-Whitney *U* test, error bar: SEM). \*: *p* \< 0.05.Fig. 1

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Eighteen patients with SCZ diagnosed in accordance with the DSM-IV-TR criteria with mild symptomatology were recruited from outpatients of National Center Hospital, National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry (NCNP). All patients gave written informed consent. The mean PANSS total score was 43.4 ± 8.0 and the mean duration of illness was 8.7 ± 4.7 years suggesting that the patients were clinically stable and treatment responsive considering the relatively short duration of illness ([@bb0010], [@bb0040]). Seventeen HC subjects, matched on age and sex and without any history of psychiatric and neurological illness, also consented to participate in the study. The study was approved by the ethical committee of NCNP. The demographic and clinical characteristics in both groups are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Methods.Table 1Subjects and demographics.Table 1SCZHCNumbers1817Sex (males)1110Age (mean ± SD)33.6 ± 7.733.7 ± 8.3Numbers of left-handed22Educated years[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}13.8 ± 1.816.8 ± 1.6JART102.2 ± 6.8104.2 ± 10.1Duration of illness (year)8.7 ± 4.7Daily dosage (CP equivalent, mg/day)455.0 ± 251.7PANSS score Total43.4 ± 8.0 Positive10.3 ± 3.7 Negative12.1 ± 3.5 General21.1 ± 3.4GAF score68.9 ± 12.4[^2][^3]

2.2. Experimental task {#s0020}
----------------------

In the stopwatch (SW) task, a SW depicted in the screen started automatically, and the goal was to press a button with the right thumb within 50 ms of the 5-s time point ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The accumulated number of successful trials in the SW task was continuously presented at the upper right corner of the screen and was updated 1.5 s after the button press only when the participant succeeded in stopping the SW display between 4.95 s and 5.05 s. The control task was a watch-stop (WS) task, in which participants passively viewed a SW and were asked to simply press a button when it automatically stopped. The SW task was considered more motivating than the WS task. A session consists of 30 SW and 30 WS trials, which were pseudorandomly intermixed and both tasks were preceded by a cue that indicates which of the two tasks will be displayed (Supplementary Methods).

2.3. Behavioral measures {#s0025}
------------------------

To measure the participants\' behavioral response properties, we obtained the reaction time (RT) in the WS task. The RT in the WS trial was the period from the time that the stopwatch automatically stopped to when the participant pressed the button (always positive because button press was not allowed before the stopwatch stopped). On the other hand, in the SW task, we calculated the Timing Error (TE). The TE in the SW trial was defined as the time from 5.00 s (ideal time to be stopped) to when the participant pressed the button to stop the stopwatch (positive TE for stopped time of \> 5.00 s, and negative TE for stopped time of \< 5.00 s). Also, to measure how quickly or slowly the participants pressed the button in erroneous SW trials, we classified the erroneous SW trials into two types: *Undershoot* for the trial with TE \< − 0.05 s (i.e. the stopped time \< 4.95 s) and *Overshoot* for the trial with TE \> + 0.05 s (i.e. the stopped time \> 5.05 s), and averaged the TE s for *Undershoot* and *Overshoot* trials separately.

Furthermore, to examine whether the TE correction following *Undershoot* or *Overshoot* trials in SCZ was appropriate or not, we compared the performance levels in the SW trials following *Undershoot* or *Overshoot* trials between SCZ and HC. The rate of *Success*, *Undershoot* and *Overshoot* SW trials following an *Undershoot* or *Overshoot* trial was calculated by averaging the rates from each participant in each group. For each participant, we calculated the rates by dividing the number SW trials per type (*Success*, *Undershoot* or *Overshoot*) following an *Undershoot* or *Overshoot* trial by the total number of *Undershoot* or *Overshoot* trials.

2.4. Measurement of intrinsic motivation {#s0030}
----------------------------------------

In order to assess each participant\'s intrinsic motivation for each task, we used the intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI) developed by [@bb0060]. IMI is a self-reported questionnaire, which consists of 21 questions on a seven-point Likert scale for each task.

IMI provides three subscales, "interest and enjoyment", "choice" and "value", which are calculated from the corresponding 7 questions. In this study, subscale scores of "choice" were excluded from the IMI scores as the task was not of free choice. We considered the summed score of "interest and enjoyment" and "value" for SW task as a measure of intrinsic motivation after subtracting the summed score for the control (WS) task.

2.5. Scan procedure, MRI data acquisition {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------

All functional and structural MRI data were collected using a 3-T Verio MRI scanner (Siemens) with the 32-channel head coil at the Integrative Brain Imaging Center, NCNP.

Firstly, the following parameters were used for high-resolution T1-weighted volumetric 3D (3DT1-weighted) images axially: repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 2300/2.95 ms, 256 × 256 matrix, 9° flip angle, voxel size = 1.1 × 1.1 × 1.2 mm3 and 176 slices without inter-slice gap.

Second, functional imaging---gradient echo, T2\*-weighted echo-planar images (EPI) with blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast---were acquired during the SW and WS tasks. Forty-two contiguous interleaved transversal slices were acquired in each volume, with a slice thickness of 3 mm and no gap (TR/TE = 2500/25 ms, 90° flip angle, field of view = 192 × 192 mm^2^, 64 × 64 matrix). Slice orientation was tilted − 30° from the AC--PC line ([@bb0090]). We discarded the first three images before data processing and used statistical analysis to compensate for the T1 saturation effects.

Next, all subjects were instructed to relax, hold still, and fixate the fixation point (cross, visual angle 2°) at the center of the screen during the resting-state fMRI examination. 140 functional images at the same locations as the anatomical slices were acquired by using an EPI sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE = 3000/30 ms, 48 slices, 64 × 64 matrix, 80° flip angle, field of view = 212 × 212 mm^2^ and voxel size = 3.6 × 3.3 × 3.3 mm^3^. The scanning time was 7 min 8 s.

Finally, DTI was performed using the spin echo echo-planar technique (TR/TE = 14,100 /81 ms, 90° flip angle, field of view = 224 × 224 mm^2^, 114 × 114 matrix, section thickness = 2 mm with no gap). Images were obtained with both 30-direction diffusion encoding (b = 1000 s/mm^2^ for each direction) and no diffusion encoding (b = 0 s/mm^2^). A total of 75 axial section images were obtained, covering the entire cerebrum. The scanning time was 8 min 1 s.

MRI data from 2 patients were excluded from the analysis because of the excessive motion \> 2 mm maximum displacement in x, y or z and \> 1.0 degree of angular motion about each axis.

2.6. FMRI data analysis {#s0040}
-----------------------

Data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK; [http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm){#ir0005}). Images were corrected for slice acquisition time within each volume, motion-corrected with realignment to the first volume, spatially normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template, and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at half maximum of 8 mm. For each participant, the BOLD responses across the scanning run were modeled with a general linear model. The model included the following regressors of interest: presentation of SW task cue, presentation of WS task cue, presentation of success feedback in the SW task, presentation of failure feedback in the SW task. The motion parameters, inappropriate trials which participants did not press a button in the SW task or press a button before a SW stopped in the WS task were also included as regressors of no interest. The regressors (except for the motion parameters) were calculated using a boxcar function convolved with a hemodynamic-response function. The estimates were corrected for temporal autocorrelation by using a first-order autoregressive model. To investigate cue effects and the feedback effects, our primary focus of interest, two contrast values were calculated: (i) contrast between SW task cue and WS task cue effects (i.e., SW minus WS), and (ii) contrast between success feedback and failure feedback effects (i.e., success minus failure). In region of interest (ROI) analysis, we calculated the peaks of clusters that showed significant activation during the cue period (SW-WS) and the feedback period (Success-Failure). For the analysis of the LPFC and striatum, fMRI data were masked anatomically using the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas of the WFU (Wake Forest University) Pickatlas toolbox ([@bb0265]). The mask for the LPFC consisted of area 46, and the mask for the striatum consisted of the caudate and putamen. Then, the peak activation voxels in the LPFC and the striatum were selected (FWE *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test). However, for the analysis of the cue activation in the striatum, we adopted the beta values of peak voxels which showed a significant difference between SCZ and HC (*p* \< 0.05 FWE cluster correction, two-sample *t*-test). We created small ROIs (6 mm spheres) at the peaks of activation clusters.

2.7. Functional connectivity analyses by resting-state fMRI {#s0045}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The target ROIs consisted of 6-mm radius spheres centered on the LPFC coordination obtained by fMRI data during the task performance and of the striatum cited from the AAL (Automated Anatomical Labeling) template ([@bb0265]). Functional connectivity of target ROIs was acquired as follows by using CONN toolbox version 13.b ([@bb0275]); at first, a signal time-series within the voxel was extracted from each ROI. For the removal of signals of no interest, signals correlated with 6 motion parameters from the realignment procedure and signals derived from the entire White matter mask and CSF mask were regressed out in each participant, by using a general linear model (GLM)-based multiple regression. And then linear detrending and despiking was applied to yielded signals to diminish the effect of head motion. After that, confound-removed time course within the voxel was averaged across the voxel of ROIs. Finally, all of the confound-removed time course data underwent a band-pass filtering of 0.01--0.1 Hz.

And then, the correlation coefficient of BOLD signal time-course was computed between target ROIs, and Fisher\'s z-transform was applied for each coefficient, yielding strength of functional connectivity in each subject.

2.8. Calculation of the FA value by probabilistic tractography {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Each subject\'s 3DT1-weighted images were first linearly registered to MNI152 standard space using the FLIRT linear registration tool and a 12-degree-of-freedom affine transformation (part of FSL, [http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/](http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki){#ir0010}). The linearly transformed 3DT1-weighted images were then used as the input to nonlinearly register each subject\'s image into MNI152 standard space using FSL\'s FNIRT nonlinear registration tool.

All registered images were visually inspected for accurate registration. The striatum seed region for probabilistic tractography was taken from the AAL template, and the LPFC target region for probabilistic tractography was taken from fMRI data obtained during the task performance. An inverse transformation was used to convert these seed and target ROIs in MNI152 standard space back to each subject\'s native space.

The raw DTI data were corrected for movement and for eddy current distortions using the FMRIB Diffusion Toolbox (part of FSL). The probabilistic tractography was performed between a seed ROI (the striatum) and a target ROI (the LPFC) of the individual brains in native space by sampling 5000 streamline fibers. Only the top scoring 10% of pathways were retained; these pathways were then considered the most likely pathways connecting the pair of regions. The probabilistic tractography was visually examined for each subject to verify the trajectory and to check for false-positive streamlines. Fractional anisotropy (FA) was calculated as the mean value within each tract using the fslstats command line tool (part of FSL).

2.9. Path analysis {#s0055}
------------------

In the path analysis, structural equation modeling (SEM) ([@bb0300]) was used to assess the relations among the variables including neural activity and IMI and the behavioral data obtained in this study. We selected maximum-likelihood with robust standard error (MLR) as the method of estimation. These analyses were conducted in M-plus v.7.31 ([@bb0200]). To investigate the translational process of motivational information elicited in the striatum into action plans produced in the LPFC, we prioritized the flow of information from the striatum to LPFC in the path analysis. However, we also examined the opposite flow of information from LPFC to the striatum. Using four observed variables, we analyzed an unconstrained model and assessed the model' fit with SCZ and HC data, respectively. Fit was assessed using the χ^2^ goodness of fit index, Akaike\'s information criteria (AIC), Bayesian information criteria (BIC), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). Criteria for assessing model fit included: *p* value of χ^2^ (*df*) ≥ 0.05; CFI ≥ 0.95; and SRMR ≤ 0.1. If the estimates of the model were different in SCZ and HC, we performed multiple-group structural equation modeling (MGSEM) to examine the validity. Specifically, we compared the fit between two models by examining the change on the model fit indices ([@bb0305]): the model where loadings samples in the SCZ and HC were constrained to be equal and the other model where they were allowed to differ (unconstrained) using the likelihood ratio test (a 2 difference test). In the present study, we compared the fit between the unconstrained model and the model constrained to be equal to the observed and error variables. To perform the likelihood ratio test for MLR, we calculated the χ^2^ value of Satorra-Bentler (M-plus website: <https://www.statmodel.com/chidiff.shtml>).

The Satorra-Bentler scaled chi-square difference test TRd computed as follows;$$\left. {TRd} = \left( {T0 \ast c0 - \text{T}1 \ast c1} \right)/{cd} \right.$$where T0 and T1 are the MLR chi-square values for the nested and comparison model, respectively. The difference test scaling correction (cd) was computed as follows;$$\left. \text{cd} = \left( {d0 \ast c0 - d1 \ast c1} \right)/\left( {d0 - d1} \right) \right.$$where d0 is the degrees of freedom in the nested model, c0 is the scaling correction factor for the nested model, d1 is the degrees of freedom in the comparison model, and c1 is the scaling correction factor for the comparison model.

2.10. Statistical analysis {#s0060}
--------------------------

PASW Statistics version 18.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for the analysis, and the level of significance was set at 0.05. Mann-Whitney *U* test was used to explore between-group differences for the demographic and clinical characteristics, the correct trials, the mean RT, and the IMI scores. Two-way mixed ANOVA was used to examine between-group differences for the mean TE, the performance level following Undershoot or Overshoot trials. Pearson\'s *r* was calculated for each group to examine the correlation between the performance and the difference of IMI scores in the SW and WS tasks. The fMRI data were analyzed as described above in the fMRI data analysis section. Pearson\'s *r* was calculated for each group to examine the correlation between the activation in the striatum or LPFC and the difference of IMI scores between the SW and WS tasks, and the correlation between the activation in the striatum or LPFC and the rate of Success SW trials following Undershoot or Overshoot trials. In addition, Pearson\'s *r* was calculated between the IMI(SW-WS), performance level, error correction, striatum, LPFC β(SW-WS) and Chlorpromazine (CP) equivalent daily dosage of antipsychotics and Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) negative scores. Multiplicity of statistical analyses was corrected using Bonferroni for each test.

3. Results {#s0065}
==========

3.1. Behavioral indices {#s0070}
-----------------------

Numbers of success trials in the SW task were not significantly different between groups ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B, z = 1.58, *p* = 0.11, Mann-Whitney *U* test), indicating that SCZ and HC participants performed the SW task equally well. The reaction times (RTs) in the WS task were not significantly different between groups (Supplementary Table 1), indicating that SCZ were not impaired in simple reaction time. The TEs in the SW task tended to be faster in SCZ (Supplementary Table 1). Moreover, the task performance was not correlated with the CP equivalent daily dosage of antipsychotics or the PANSS negative scores (Supplementary Table 2).

3.2. Intrinsic motivational measurement {#s0075}
---------------------------------------

The IMI scores for the SW task were significantly higher than those for the WS task in both groups (SCZ: z = 2.04, *p* = 0.04; HC: z = 3.07, *p* = 0.002, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), indicating that both groups were more motivated by the SW task than the WS task. We took the IMI for the SW task subtracted by that for WS task (referred to as IMI(SW-WS)) as a measure of the intrinsic motivation attributed to the components specific to the SW task. The IMI(SW-WS) was significantly lower in the SCZ group ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C, z = 2.14, *p* = 0.03, Mann-Whitney *U* test). Since the IMI(SW-WS) were not significantly correlated with the numbers of success trials in either group (Supplementary Fig. 1), the between-group difference was unlikely to be confounded by task performance. The IMI(SW-WS) was not correlated with the antipsychotic dose or the PANSS negative scores (Supplementary Table 2).

3.3. Error correction in the SW task {#s0080}
------------------------------------

To investigate cognitive control impairment in SCZ, we focused on the error correction. Therefore, we classified the erroneous SW trials into two types, *Undershoot* for trials with timing error (TE) \< − 0.05 s and *Overshoot* for trials with TE \> + 0.05 s compared to 5.00 s. Particularly, after an Undershoot trial, subjects were required to press the button more slowly but regulate the timing so as not to press the button too late for success. On the other hand, after an Overshoot trial, subjects were required to press the button faster but regulate the timing so as not to press the button too soon for success. We considered the regulation of button press speed as a type of response inhibition, which is a hallmark of cognitive control.

Firstly, we evaluated the difference in TEs between groups ([Fig.2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). There was not a significant main effect of Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(1, 32) = 0.33, *p* = 0.57), and no interaction between Group and TE (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 64) = 1.60, *p* = 0.21). This finding indicated that the TEs were not significantly different between groups.Fig. 2Group differences in cognitive control.(A) Different types of TEs between groups. There was not a significant main effect of Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(1, 32) = 0.33, *p* = 0.57), and no interaction between Group and TE (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 64) = 1.60, *p* = 0.21).(B) We compared the performance level following the Undershoot or Overshoot between SCZ and HC. In the Post-Overshoot trials, there was a significant main effect of Post-Overshoot (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 62) = 15.35, *p* \< 0.001), and a significant interaction between Post-Overshoot and Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(2, 62) = 5.76, *p* = 0.01). The secondary analysis for each Post-Overshoot trial revealed a significant main effect of group for Success (F(1, 31) = 6.91, *p* = 0.013) and Undershoot (F(1, 31) = 7.61, *p* = 0.010). On the other hand, for the post-Undershoot trials, although there was a significant main effect of Post-Undershoot (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 66) = 4.33, *p* = 0.02), there was no significant interaction between Post-Undershoot and Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(2, 66) = 0.99, *p* = 0.38).Fig. 2

Moreover, to examine whether the correction after an error was appropriate or not in the SCZ group, we compared the performance level following Undershoot or Overshoot between SCZ and HC. We conducted a two-way mixed ANOVA ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). In the post-Overshoot trials, there was a significant main effect of Post-Overshoot (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 62) = 15.35, *p* \< 0.001), and a significant interaction between Post-Overshoot and Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(2, 62) = 5.76, *p* = 0.01). The secondary analysis for each Post-Overshoot condition revealed a significant main effect of group for Success (F(1, 31) = 6.91, *p* = 0.013) and Undershoot (F(1, 31) = 7.61, *p* = 0.010). On the other hand, for the post-Undershoot trials, although there was a significant main effect of Post-Undershoot (Success vs Undershoot vs Overshoot) (F(2, 66) = 4.33, *p* = 0.02), there was no significant interaction between Post-Undershoot and Group (SCZ vs HC) (F(2, 66) = 0.99, *p* = 0.38).

These findings indicated that the rate of Success SW trials following Overshoot (Overshoot → Success) in the SCZ group was significantly lower than that in HC, and the rate of Undershoot SW trials following Overshoot (Overshoot → Undershoot) was significantly higher in SCZ participants than in HC, suggesting that SCZ patients showed excessive error correction after Overshoot trials.

Neither the rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* nor of *Overshoot* → *Undershoot* was significantly correlated with antipsychotic dose or the PANSS negative scores (Supplementary Table 2).

3.4. Striatum and LPFC activation during the task cue period {#s0085}
------------------------------------------------------------

We observed significant striatum activation in the SW task compared with the WS task during the task cue period in the whole brain analysis (FWE, *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test). Moreover, a significant between-group difference was observed in the left (peak at − 12, 23, 4) and right (peak at 9, 17, − 2) striatum ([Fig.3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A, *p* \< 0.05 FWE cluster correction, two-sample *t*-test). Meanwhile, the bilateral striatum activation β(SW-WS) was not significantly correlated with IMI(SW-WS) in either group (Supplementary Fig. 2).Fig. 3Striatal and prefrontal activation in SCZ and HC during the task cue period.(A) The left (peak at − 12, 23, 4) and right (peak at 9, 17, − 2) striatum activation showing a significant between-group difference in response to the SW cues relative to the WS cues (*p* \< 0.05 FWE cluster correction, two-sample *t*-test). *Left*: Activation superimposed on coronal view. *Right*: Mean contrast values and SEs of the left and right striatum activation. The bilateral striatum activation β(SW-WS) in SCZ was significantly lower than that in HC (Left, t~31~ = 3.54, *p* = 0.0013; Right, t~31~ = 4.05, *p* = 0.0003, two-sample *t*-test).(B) The left (peak at − 42, 50, 7) and right (peak at 39, 44, 28) prefrontal activation in response to the SW cues relative to the WS cues (FWE, *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test). *Left*: activation superimposed on coronal view. *Right*: mean contrast values and SEs of the left and right prefrontal activation. The bilateral LPFC activation β(SW-WS) did not show a significant between-group difference (Left, t~31~ = 0.72, *p* = 0.48; Right, t~31~ = 1.95, *p* = 0.06, two-sample *t*-test). (C) Left LPFC (peak at − 42, 50, 7) activation β(SW-WS) in HC was positively and significantly correlated with the IMI(SW-WS) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C, *r* = 0.62, *p* = 0.008, correction threshold: *p* = 0.0125, Pearson), although this was not true for the right LPFC (peak at 39, 44, 28) (*r* = 0.42, *p* = 0.09, Pearson). As for SCZ, neither left nor right LPFC activation β(SW-WS) showed a significant correlation with IMI(SW-WS) (left: *r* = 0.28, *p* = 0.30; right: *r* = − 0.17, *p* = 0.13, Pearson). \*: *p* \< 0.0125, n.s.: not significant.Fig. 3

In contrast, we observed significant LPFC activation in response to the SW cues relative to the WS cues (FWE, *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test). However, a significant between-group difference was not observed ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B, Left, t~31~ = 0.72, *p* = 0.48; Right, t~31~ = 1.95, *p* = 0.06, two-sample *t*-test). Left LPFC (peak at − 42, 50, 7) activation β(SW-WS) in HC was positively and significantly correlated with the IMI(SW-WS) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C, *r* = 0.62, *p* = 0.008, correction threshold: *p* = 0.0125, Pearson), although this was not true for the right LPFC (peak at 39, 44, 28) (*r* = 0.42, *p* = 0.09, Pearson). As for SCZ, neither left nor right LPFC activation β(SW-WS) showed a significant correlation with IMI(SW-WS) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C). Moreover, the bilateral striatum and LPFC activity were all not significantly correlated with either antipsychotic dose or the PANSS negative scores (Supplementary Table 2).

3.5. Striatum activation during the feedback period {#s0090}
---------------------------------------------------

We measured the neural activity during the feedback period to assess the hedonic response elicited by the success feedback in comparison with the failure trials. We found significant striatal activity in the success trials in comparison with the failure trials bilaterally (FWE, *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test) but not a significant between-group difference ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A, Left, t~31~ = 0.24, *p* = 0.81; Right, t~31~ = 0.69, *p* = 0.50, two-sample *t*-test). Next, we examined the relationship between the striatum activation and IMI scores. Neither the left or right striatum activation β(Success-Failure) was significantly correlated with IMI(SW-WS) in either group ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B, Left: SCZ: *r* = − 0.31, *p* = 0.63; HC: *r* = − 0.24, *p* = 0.36, Right: SCZ: *r* = − 0.35, *p* = 0.32; HC: *r* = − 0.24, *p* = 0.35, Pearson). In addition, the bilateral striatum activation β(SW-WS) in SCZ was not significantly correlated with antipsychotic dose (left: *r* = 0.01, *p* = 0.92; right: *r* = 0.16, *p* = 0.55, Pearson), the PANSS negative score (left: *r* = 0.16, *p* = 0.55; right: *r* = 0.23, *p* = 0.38, Pearson).Fig. 4Striatal activation in SCZ and HC during the feedback period.(A) The left (peak at − 12, 5, − 11) and right (peak at 9, 8, − 8) striatum activation in response to success feedback relative to failure feedback (FWE, *p* \< 0.05, one-sample *t*-test). Left: Activation superimposed on the coronal format. Right: Mean contrast values and SEs of the left and right striatum activation. The bilateral striatum activation β(Success-Failure) did not show a significant between-group difference (Left, t~31~ = 0.24, *p* = 0.81; Right, t~31~ = 0.69, *p* = 0.50, two-sample *t*-test).(B) Striatum activation β(Success-Failure) was not significantly correlated with IMI(SW-WS) in each group (Left: SCZ: *r* = − 0.31, *p* = 0.63; HC: *r* = − 0.24, *p* = 0.36, Right: SCZ: *r* = − 0.35, *p* = 0.32; HC: *r* = − 0.24, *p* = 0.35, Pearson). n.s.: not significant.Fig. 4

3.6. Relationship between LPFC activity and cognitive control {#s0095}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The reduced rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* in the SCZ group suggests that cognitive control of actions after *Overshoot* trials was impaired in this group, so we analyzed the relationship between it and LPFC activation as well as IMI(SW-WS). There was a significant correlation between left LPFC and IMI(SW-WS), so we focused on the left LPFC for further analysis.

In the HC group, there was a trend for significant correlation between left LPFC activation and the rate (Overshoot → Success) (*r* = 0.52, *p* = 0.04, correction threshold: *p* = 0.025, Pearson) but not in SCZ ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, in HC, the rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* trials was significantly correlated with IMI(SW-WS) but not in SCZ (HC, *r* = 0.61, *p* = 0.024; SCZ, *r* = 0.05, *p* = 0.86, correction threshold: *p* = 0.025, Pearson).Fig. 5Correlation between the activation in LPFC and the rate of *success* SW trial following *Overshoot* (*Overshoot* → *Success*).In the HC group, there was a trend for significant correlation between left LPFC activation and the rate (Overshoot → Success) (*r* = 0.52, *p* = 0.04, correction threshold: *p* = 0.025, Pearson). In SCZ, there was no significant correlation among them. (SCZ, *r* = − 0.12, *p* = 0.56, Pearson). †: *p* \< 0.05, n.s.: not significant.Fig. 5

These results suggest that activity in the left LPFC, which was correlated with intrinsic motivation, is associated with a context updating process after *Overshoot* trials in HC but not in SCZ participants.

3.7. Functional correlation between LPFC and striatum {#s0100}
-----------------------------------------------------

We suspected that the difference in function of the frontostriatal loop components was important for the difference in IMI scores and cognitive control between groups, so we examined the relationships between the LPFC and striatum.

The activity in the left LPFC β(SW-WS) was significantly correlated with the activity in the left striatum β(SW-WS) in both groups ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, SCZ: *r* = 0.66, *p* = 0.001, HC: *r* = 0.50, *p* = 0.017, correction threshold: *p* = 0.025, Pearson). We further examined the functional connectivity during rest and a structural abnormality between the LPFC and striatum. Neither the resting-state functional connectivity nor the fractional anisotropy (FA) values were significantly different between groups ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B and C). These results suggest that the LPFC-striatum connectivity was not impaired in the SCZ patients either functionally or structurally.Fig. 6Correlation between LPFC and striatum activity, functional connectivity and fractional anisotropy.(A) The activity in the left LPFC β(SW-WS) was significantly correlated with activity in the left striatum β(SW-WS) in both groups (SCZ: *r* = 0.66, *p* = 0.001; HC: *r* = 0.50, *p* = 0.017, correction threshold: *p* = 0.025, Pearson). The difference of the correlation coefficients in both groups was not significant (*p* = 0.54). \*: *p* \< 0.025. (B) The functional connectivity in left LPFC- left striatum using resting-state fMRI was not significantly different (SCZ: 0.06 ± 0.05, HC: 0.07 ± 0.03, z = 0.36, *p* = 0.72, Mann-Whitney *U* test, error bar: SEM). (C) FA (fractional anisotropy) in left LPFC- left striatum pathway was not significantly different between the groups (SCZ: 0.47, HC: 0.44, z = 1.31, *p* = 0.19, Mann-Whitney *U* test).Fig. 6

3.8. Path analysis {#s0105}
------------------

To assess the relations among IMI(SW-WS), the striatum β(SW-WS), the LPFC β (SW-WS), and the rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* trials, we analyzed an unconstrained model by structural equation modeling and assessed the model fit indices in each group. As one of our primary aims was to explore the neural correlates of intrinsic motivation, which was indicated by the significant correlation between the IMI(SW-WS) and the left LPFC β(SW-WS), we decided to focus on the left side.

All path coefficients were significant in HC but not in SCZ ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). As the path coefficients in both groups were different, we statistically tested the differences using multiple-group structural equation modeling to examine the validity ([@bb0200]). All model fit indices in the constrained model were lower than those in the unconstrained model (Supplementary Table 3). These results indicate that the unconstrained model is reasonable and suggest that the left LPFC receives the motivational signal and moderates the action based on this signal in HC but not in SCZ.Fig. 7Path diagrams in SCZ and HC model the results obtained from the unconstrained model by multiple-group structural equation modeling.Path coefficients indicate the standardized model results. \*: *p* \< 0.05.Fig. 7

4. Discussion {#s0110}
=============

4.1. IMI scores and activation in the striatum during the task cue period {#s0115}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The significant between-group difference in IMI(SW-WS) indicates that intrinsic motivation specific to the SW task in the SCZ group was lower than that in HC. Correspondingly, the striatal activation β(SW-WS) was significantly lower in SCZ than in HC. The lowered activation in the striatum may reflect reduced intrinsic motivation in the SW task in SCZ, since striatal activation has been suggested to encode anticipatory motivation ([@bb0145]). Consistent with our finding, Radula ([@bb0225]) reported in their meta-analysis that SCZ patients showed a significant hypo-activation in bilateral ventral striatum during reward anticipation, which was not moderated by current antipsychotic drug use.

Considering the strong dopaminergic (DA) projections to the striatum ([@bb0115]) and the idea that the DA system is involved in "wanting" or desire for success ([@bb0235]), the reduced striatal activation may suggest a deficit in the process of "wanting" or expecting a success in the SW task ([@bb0020]).

4.2. IMI scores and the activation in LPFC during the task cue period {#s0120}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The striatal activation was not significantly correlated with IMI in either group, which was contrary to our expectation. This may be partly due to an inherent property of the IMI. Because IMI is a self-reported questionnaire, the participants\' answers might weight the self-monitored aspects of their motivation more and reflect the intrinsic motivation itself just indirectly. This idea is supported by our finding that the left LPFC activation was significantly positively correlated with IMI in HC. This suggests that IMI may be useful to detect a cognitively monitored aspect of intrinsic motivation, while a free-choice behavior is more useful for detecting intrinsic motivation directly ([@bb0085]). Our finding that the LPFC is involved in intrinsic motivation measured by IMI is consistent with our previous study using a free-choice behavior ([@bb0195]).

Importantly, the significant correlation observed in HC between the IMI and the LPFC activation was not obtained in the SCZ group, suggesting that the cognitively monitored aspect of intrinsic motivation is not appropriately processed in SCZ.

4.3. Error correction after Undershoot and Overshoot trials {#s0125}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The abnormal performance observed in SCZ participants in our study is unlikely due to time perception deficits known in SCZ ([@bb0045], [@bb0070]), since the accuracy and the mean TE in the SW task were normal in SCZ. We focused on the relationship between the participants\' performance after error and the LPFC activation, because the cognitive control for context updating in the PFC is recruited after error ([@bb0050]). The monitoring aspect of intrinsic motivation may also be processed in the LPFC and affect some processes of cognitive control. Actually, the rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* was significantly positively correlated with the LPFC activation in HC as the IMI scores were. These correlations were no more significant in SCZ. These results suggest that SCZ failed to correctly control the timing of button press in the SW task following *Overshoot*, which may be induced by the functional impairment of LPFC in cognitively controlling intrinsic motivation to obtain goal-directed behavior.

It was interesting that LPFC activation was associated with the error correction specifically after *Overshoot*. It may be related to the fact that motivation would simply push forward action execution if not for explicit cognitive control ([@bb0210]), and cognitive control is recruited when an inappropriate excessive behavior has to be suppressed ([@bb0095]). In our SW task, subjects need to press the button faster in the SW trials following an *Overshoot* to achieve success. Since *Overshoot* errors may cause an excessively fast response in the following trial, the response should be adequately regulated. The motivation signal from the striatum could reach the LPFC probably via the thalamus, and cognitive control might have worked to adequately regulate the motivation signal to obtain goal-directed behavior in HC. In SCZ, this adequate regulation of motivation signal in LPFC seemed to be deteriorated so that the rate of *Overshoot* → *Success* trials was lower in the SCZ group than in HC. Actually, the rate of *Overshoot* → *Undershoot* was significantly higher in SCZ than in HC, suggesting a dysregulation of the drive to accelerate the timing in SCZ ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). The regulation of motivation signal by cognitive control might be different in the SW trials following an *Undershoot*, since a slower response should have been intended there. Actually, the rate of *Undershoot* → *Success* was not significantly different between groups. This finding is in part consistent with a previous study ([@bb0240]) in which trial-and-error adjustment of response time was required for patients with SCZ and HC to maximize reward. Compared with HC, the patients with SCZ showed impairment in the learning of faster responses, but not in the learning of slower responses. Despite the differences in the task design and reward dependency, these two studies jointly indicate that the adjustment to accelerate behavioral responses may be impaired in SCZ, accounting for the differences in the accuracy between the adjustment of *Overshoot* errors and that of *Undershoot* errors.

4.4. Prefrontal-striatal interaction and cognitive control impairment in SCZ {#s0130}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

[@bb0020] pointed out that it is important to elucidate whether the cognitive control impairments associated with altered LPFC function reflect problems in translating reward information into goal representations. They also reported a potentially important role for prefrontal-striatal interactions in mediating impairment between motivation and goal-directed behavior in SCZ. However, there have been few direct tests of it.

The present findings suggest that functional or structural connectivity is not impaired generally but the LPFC function in cognitive control of intrinsic motivation moderated by the striatum is impaired in SCZ. This idea was clearly supported by the path analysis that suggested that the left LPFC received the motivation signal from the striatum and adequately regulated action accelerated by the *Overshoot* errors in HC but this process was impaired in SCZ ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition, avolition is a reduced motivation to initiate or persist in goal-directed behavior ([@bb0170]). It comprises a part of experiential negative symptoms along with anhedonia, which are defined in terms of motivation. In the present study, as we indeed found some evidence for increased avolition but not for anhedonia in SCZ, we assume that the activity in the LPFC contributed to both volition and cognitive control.

4.5. Activation in the striatum during the feedback period {#s0135}
----------------------------------------------------------

The striatum activation during the feedback period was not significantly different between groups, suggesting that the hedonic aspects of intrinsic motivation such as pleasure in the outcome (Success-Failure) obtained in the SW task were similar in SCZ and HC. If the striatum activation during the feedback period reflects the emotional response to feedback stimuli, it may well explain the lack of correlation between the striatum activation (Success-Failure) and the IMI(SW-WS) during the feedback period in either group, because IMI(SW-WS) is assumed to reflect the cognitively monitored aspects of intrinsic motivation. Moreover, this striatum β(Success-Failure) may suggest that SCZ patients retain the function of 'hedonics or liking' formed by the opioid and GABA system in the nucleus accumbens shell and its projections to the ventral pallidum, which reflects the ability of the organism to enjoy the stimulus or event that provides pleasure or reward. Of course, because this striatum activity observed during the feedback period in the SW task may also reflect the reinforcement of the behavior based on the outcome formed by the DA system, we think it is difficult to strictly dissociate these two functions. All in all, this finding supports the view that patients with SCZ exhibit a hedonic response as reported in recent studies ([@bb0245]).

4.6. Limitations {#s0140}
----------------

The patients who participated in the study were clinically stable and possibly treatment responsive considering the relatively short duration of illness. Therefore, it should be taken with care that the patient populations are not representative of schizophrenia as a whole but more likely to represent those who are in the stage of rehabilitation. As the main aim of our study was to explore the neural mechanism of intrinsic motivation, which is a key element in psychiatric rehabilitation, we regard the patient characteristics were well suited to the object of the present study. As these clinical characteristics could have different effects on intrinsic motivation, a greater sample size with various clinical characteristics may enable us to investigate the effect in the general population of people with schizophrenia. In addition, it may be also important to examine additional information such as family socioeconomic status or parental education.

Moreover, we used the IMI-SR (schizophrenia) because the main aim of our study was to investigate the neural substrates of intrinsic motivation in SCZ. The IMI-SR was developed from an original scale that contained as many as 54 items in 6 subscales so as to increase its relevance and utility for psychiatric patients. However, the IMI-SR has not been validated in healthy populations. In the present study, the base score for either the SW or WS task was smaller in HC compared to SCZ, which may have occurred due to a difference in attitude bias toward the task. More specifically the patients may have perceived both tasks as more interesting and valuable than the HC because the patients acknowledged that they were being tested.

4.7. Conclusions {#s0145}
----------------

We found lower intrinsic motivation in SCZ than in HC and that the LPFC mechanism to signal appropriate cognitive control, which is influenced by intrinsic motivation for the SW task moderated by the striatum, is impaired in SCZ. This finding indicates that in SCZ the neural activity in LPFC is not working effectively as a mediator linking intrinsic motivation to cognitive control of action plans as it is in HC. It might be improved by cognitive rehabilitation for better social functioning through possibly enhancing the frontal activity ([@bb0220], [@bb0260], [@bb0270]). Further studies are required to understand whether and how the LPFC functional impairments in SCZ are related to the mechanisms of social functioning improvement by cognitive rehabilitation.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0150}
==============================
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